
Arbeitsplan 9b:                                                                          23rd March to 20th April 2020

Pflichtteil:

> Reading: "Our lives", textbook (tb.): p. 48; Do ex. 1 on page 32 in your workbook (wb.).
> Grammar: Read the AB "Passive sentences" and do some exercises on the topic.
                     Workbook: p. 37, ex. 12; p. 38, ex. 14
                     Textbook: p. 60/61 ex. P3 and P5
> Vocabulary: Wb: p. 32, ex. 2; p. 36, ex. 9
> Useful phrases: "English for jobs", tb: p. 53, ex. P4
                             I think you can do the exercise even without listening to the dialogues.

                             a) Make a grid consisting of three columns:   (You'll need more space!!)

In a mobile shop In a bank In a restaurant

                             b) Match the phrases to the situations. Sometimes the phrases can be used in 
                                  more than one situation. 

                             c) Choose one of the three situations and write down more useful phrases and 
                                 typical words that are used in this context. (~ 30-35 words/useful phrases)
                                 (You can collect the useful phrases/words in a list/a grid or a mind map.)
                                 You can work with a partner. 

                                 For example: At the doctor's

                             d) Prepare a dialogue for one of these situations. (~ p. 53, ex. P4c)
                                 Talk to your partner on the phone or exchange ideas recording voice messages,
                                 writing text messages etc

> Mediation: "Volunteering in Germany", tb.: p. 61, ex. P6
> Vocabulary: Vocabulary Unit 3, p. 182 - 186 + blue boxes

Weitere Übungen: (freiwillig)

> Getting ready for a test, p. 66 -72 (solutions to some exercises: p. 233)
> Do more exercises on the passive, e.g. www.englisch-hilfen.de, 
   www.perfect-english-grammar.com, www.ego4u.de etc.

At the doctor's 
parts of the body

head knee stomach people
doctor

nurse

places

problems
useful phrases

(to) have a headache
       a cold

                 a sore throat

(to) have problems with … 

doctor's surgery

waiting room

activities (to) examine

(to) prescribe
(to) fill in a form

You should take the medicine for … days. 

  - I've had a headache for … days.

It's nothing serious.

Let me have a look at … .Hello. How can I help you?


